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International Alchemy within the
Post-Copenhagen World: Transforming
Critical Infrastructure across
Two Hundred Divergent Economies
By STEVEN FERREY*
Nature is trying very hard to make us succeed, but nature does not
depend on us.
-R. Buckminster Fuller, 1978
I. Overview
For climate control, there is a new emphasis on control of global
warming gas (GHG) emissions, for which sustainable technology
transfer is key to sculpting emerging world infrastructure. The world
stands at a crossroads because in the next decade, there will be an
unprecedented, massive investment in electrification in developing
nations. Once installed, those power production facilities will remain
in place, contributing to global warming - or not - for at least forty
years and in many cases much longer.
* Steven Ferrey is Professor of Law at Suffolk University Law School in Boston,
and also has been a Visiting Professor of Law at Harvard University Law School and
Boston University Law School. Over the past two decades, he has served as a
principal legal advisor to the World Bank and to the United Nations on their climate
change projects in developing countries, including Indonesia, Thailand, India, Sri
Lanka, Vietnam, Uganda, and Tanzania. Between 2007 and 2011, he has been Vice
Chair of two Energy Committees of the American Bar Association. He is the author
of seven books on energy and environment. He holds a B.A. in economics from
Pomona College, a J.D. and a Masters in Urban & Environmental Planning from the
University of California at Berkeley, and was a Fulbright Fellow in London upon law
school graduation.
1. Fuel Consumption Stats, NATIONAL ENERGY FOUNDATION (2002),
http://www.nefl.org/ea/eastats.html.
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Choices in energy technology infrastructure made now certainly
will be the signature of the world carbon footprint for the remainder
of this century, during which we may pass the point of no return in
terms of the impacts of global warming.2 There is no Kyoto Protocol
requirement that developed economies make any shift to zero-carbon
or low-carbon renewable power, and the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM),' under the Protocol, relating to developing
countries, has likewise navigated in another direction.
Increasingly, the politics of global warming have come to eclipse
the importance of the science and technology of global warming. The
science reveals, at the least, significant long-term trends and global
risks in warming; the technology exists to reduce GHG emissions
substantially. By contrast, recently, there has been a failure of
political consensus within the United States, and serious dissention
within blocks of the European Union and among developed and
developing countries of the world regarding the political scope and
range of carbon policy and initiatives.!
This article analyzes the science and international legal protocol
of global warming and charts the proven and successful way forward
in the energy sector, even in the most politically diverse developing
nations. Specifically, this article focuses on what has worked in key
developing countries of fast-growing Asia and examines how those
techniques are being adapted to one of the last four communist
political systems in the world. This article also explores creative ways
to monetize the value of sustainable energy initiatives illustrated.
As we sculpt legal institutions internationally to accompany one
of the most abrupt and profound infrastructure changes in history,
world climate change hangs in the balance. We will set the context
and role of power technology in climate change and the future of the
planet.
2. James Hansen et al., Target Atmospheric CO,: Where Should Humanity
Aim?, 2 OPEN ATMOSPHERIC SCI. J. 217, 225-26 (2008), available at
http://www.bentham science.com/open/toascj/articles/VO02/217TOASCJ.pdf; Bill
McKibben, Civilization's Last Chance: The Planet is Nearig a Tipping Point on
Climate Change, and It Gets Much Worse Fast, L.A. TIMES, May 11, 2008, available
at http://www.latimes.com/ news/printedition/opinion/la-op-mckibbenll-
2008may11,0,2392815.story.
3. See CDM Home Page, UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON
CLIMATE CHANGE, http://cdm.unfccc.int/index.html (last visited Apr. 8, 2011).
4. See Cameron Ferrey & Steven Ferrey, Past is Prologue: Recent Carbon
Regulation Disputes in Europe Shape the U.S. Carbon Future, 16 Mo. ENVTL. L. &
POL'Y REV. 650, 654-55, 660 (2009).
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II. The Global Climate Challenge and Energy Technology
A. The Role of Power Sector Technology
Why focus on the power sector and its legal infrastructure? It is
the unavoidable choice for regulatory intervention for a handful of
reasons:
* It is one of the most significant contributors to climate
change;
* It is the fastest-growth infrastructure of world economies;
* Unlike most other sectors, it is within government
regulation and control;
* Investment decisions in new technology can have impacts
that last up to a century, making these key long-term
infrastructure constants;
* The technology exists today to alter the sector's GHG
contribution to climate change.
In 2005, more than one-third of CO 2 emissions were attributable
to the electric power sector.' Energy use and the construction of
fossil-fuel fired power generation facilities are increasing as
population growth and development continue, especially in
developing nations.' The majority of energy demand and, potentially,
power generation expansion, is expected to occur in Asia over the
next decades.! Unabated, this exponential increase in power demand
could tip the global environment thermostat to runaway global
warming risk, regardless of what the U.S., the E.U., Japan, and other
developed nations do to reign in their carbon emissions.
5. U.S. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, EMIsSIONS OF
GREENHOUSE GASES IN THE UNITED STATES 2005: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - CARBON,
DOE/EIA-0573 (2005/es), available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/ggrpt/
summary/carbon.html [hereinafter U.S. EIA, EMISSIONS OF GHG 2005].
6. See World Bank, Remarks at Conference of the Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol, Ministerial Segment - COP11 - Montreal 4 (Nov. 28-Dec. 9, 2005),
available at http://siteresources.worldbank.org/ESSDNETWORKIResources/MINIS
TERIALSEGMENTCOP11Montreal.pdf; see also ECON. ANALYSIS Div., INT'L
ENERGY AGENCY, ORG. FOR ECON. Coop. & DEV., WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK 2004
(2004), available at http:// www.worldenergyoutlook.org/docs/weo 2004/WEO 20 04 .
pdf [hereinafter IEA-OECD, WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK2004].
7. See IEA-OECD, WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK 2004, supra note 6, at 39.
8. See ROBERT B. ALLEY ET AL., INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE
CHANGE, Summary for Policy Makers, in CLIMATE CHANGE 2007: THE PHYSICAL
SCIENCE BASIS. CONTRIBUTION OF WORKING GROUP I TO THE FOURTH ASSESSMENT
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Seventy-five percent of anthropogenic CO, emissions are from
combustion of fossil fuels.' Fossil fuel generation results in 64 percent
of total human-made atmospheric CO2, and this amount has increased
significantly since 1990.o Power derived from burning gaseous, liquid,
and solid fossil fuels to create electric power releases copious
quantities of CO2 into the environment." Most countries are using
fossil fuels, not renewable power resources, to satisfy this exponential
increase in demand for more power.
GHGs increased about 70 percent between 1970-2004, with
combustion of fossil fuels accounting for 70 percent of GHG
emissions, and electric power generation responsible for 40 percent of
these CO 2 emissions. Coal-fired electric power generation accounted
for about 70 percent of the emissions in this sector.12 Global energy-
related emissions are expected to increase 57 percent from 2005 to
2030." From any perspective, this is a fast-growing phenomenon.
Electric power demand is continuing to increase dramatically. 14 At
current rates of energy development, energy-related CO2 emissions in
2050 will be 230 percent of their current levels."
REPORT OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE 16-17 (Susan
Solomon et al., eds., 2007), available athttp://www.ipcc.ch/pdflassessment-report/ar4/
wgl/ar4-wgl-spm.pdf, (illustrating the exacerbating effects of carbon "feedback" or
"coupling" mechanisms).
9. U.S. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, EMIsSIONS OF
GREENHOUSE GASES IN THE UNITED STATES 5, DOE/EIA-0573 (1998), available at
ftp://ftp.eia.doe.gov/pub/oiaf/1605/cdrom/pdf/ggrpt/057398.pdf [hereinafter U.S. EIA,
EMISSIONS OF GHG 1998].
10. U.S. EIA, EMISSIONS OF GHG 2005, supra note 5, at 2-3.
11. The amount of carbon released per unit of usable energy decreased as human
populations moved from wood to coal as the dominant CO2 -releasing fuel in the late
nineteenth century, and again as humans moved from coal to oil in the mid-twentieth
century, and will move toward natural gas in the future. See STEVEN FERREY, THE
LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER (ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SERIES) § 2.01 (28th ed. 2010)
[hereinafter THE LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER].
12. J. de Sepibus, The Liberalisation of the Power Industry in the European
Union and its Impact on Climate Change 2, 4 (Swiss Nat'l Ctr. of Competence in
Research, Working Paper No. 2008/10, 2008), available at http://phasel.nccr-
trade.org/images/ stories/publications/IP6/deSepibusEU_1ibCCifinal.pdf.
13. U.S. Gov'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-09-151, INTERNATIONAL
CLIMATE CHANGE PROGRAMS: LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE EUROPEAN UNION'S
EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME AND THE KYOTO PROTOCOL'S CLEAN DEVELOPMENT
MECHANISM 48 (2008), available athttp://www.gao.gov/new.items/d09151.pdf.
14. See IEA-OECD, WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK 2004, supra note 6, at 191.
15. INT'L ENERGY AGENCY, ORG. FOR ECON. Coop. & DEV., ENERGY-
TECHNOLOGY PERSPECTIVES - SCENARIOS AND STRATEGIES TO 2050 51, 57 (2008),
available at http: //www.iea.org/textbase/nppdflfree/2008/etp2008.pdf.
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The U.S. Department of Energy, the International Energy
Agency, and independent forecasters agree that greenhouse gas
emissions will increase exponentially, not decrease, during the
foreseeable future. 6 These GHG emissions are a function of modern
society's traditional practice of using fire to manipulate the universe -
particularly combusting fossil fuels for electric power production."
Power derived from burning gaseous, liquid, and solid fossil fuels
used to create electric power release copious quantities of CO, into
the environment.
The average annual growth rate in primary energy use in
developing countries from 1990 to 2001 grew by 3.2 percent per year,
compared to industrialized countries where growth over the same
period was 1.5 percent annually." This is more than a 2:1 differential.
The U.S. Department of Energy forecasts that energy demand in
developing Asia will double over the next twenty-five years."
Therefore, developing countries must become the focal point for
GHG control over the foreseeable future.
The International Energy Agency projected that it will require
an investment of $16 trillion by 2030 to meet the world's energy
requirements, with $5 trillion of that amount allocated to electric
power production, primarily in Asia and Africa. 20 It is expected that
global energy use will increase 60 percent by 2030 over 2003 levels,
creating a tremendous demand on existing fuel sources.2' The April
2008 Bangkok talks of world representatives following their Bali
conference concluded that a post-2012 international carbon scheme
should look much like the pre-2012 Kyoto Protocol regime, including
trading allowances and the creation of additional credits or "offsets"
through existing CDM Kyoto mechanisms.22
16. U.S. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, INTERNATIONAL
ENERGY OUTLOOK 123, DOE/EIA-0484 (2010), available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/
oiaf/ieo/pdf/0484(2010).pdf; id., app. K at 319.
17. U.S. EIA, EMIssIONS OF GHG 1998, supra note 9, at 4-5.
18. U.N. Dev. Programme, World Energy Assessment Overview: 2004 Update 31
(2004), available athttp://www.undp.orglenergy/weaover2004.htm (follow link to Part
II).
19. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, INTERNATIONAL ENERGY
OUTLOOK 5, DOE/EIA-0484 (2007), available at http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/ftproot
/forecasting/0484(2007).pdf.
20. ECON. ANALYSIS Div., INT'L ENERGY AGENCY, ORG. FOR ECON. CooP. &
DEV., WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK 2003 3,343 (2004) (on file with author).
21. IEA-OECD, WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK 2004, supra note 6, at 59.
22. See Eric Lyman, 'Progress' of Bangkok Talks Shows Much Still to be Done
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B. Sustainable Technology and the Electric Energy Infrastructure
Algorithm
The world is increasingly smaller - and hotter. Global warming
is proving to be the conspicuous environmental challenge of this
century and for the foreseeable future. It has emerged as a mega
environmental issue, subsuming within its reach those conventional
environmental issues of air pollution, water supply, ecosystem
management, and environmental equity.
The fundamental touchstone technology for development in all
nations is electricity. As electricity is used in place of fossil fuels and
human labor, less overall energy is used and more productive and
efficient operations occur in certain segments of society.23 Sustainable
technology becomes a critical variable to foster electric power
expansion today in a way that does not compromise future energy
resources and the environment.24
I assert that there is a three-part algorithm - with inputs of 1)
population growth, 2) energy intensity of development, and 3) choice
of technology - that determines the ever larger carbon footprint of
modern civilization. Only the last of these three inputs appears
within the realistic control of political institutions in the current world
order; population growth and the desire of constituencies for more
energy-intense development are not variables within practical control
of current political establishments. However, the third variable is
within some institutional control. There are now advanced real-time
demonstrations of what will account for changes in the technology
vector in developing nations. The policy focus of this vector needs to
be trained on the areas of most growth and development. The
for 2009 Global Agreement, 39 ENV'T REP. (BNA), Apr. 11, 2008, at 704. For
discussion of Joint Implementation (JI) see Joint Implementation, UNITED NATIONS
FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE, http://unfecc.int/kyoto-protocol/
mechanisms/jointjimplementation/items/1674.php (last visited Apr. 11, 2011); see
infra Section V.A for information on CDM.
23. See Clark Gellings & Richard Lordan, The Power Delivery System of the
Future, ELECTRICITY DAILY, Jan.-Feb. 2004, at conclusion.
24. See JEFFREY D. SACHS, COMMON WEALTH: ECONOMICS FOR A CROWDED
PLANET 6, 308 (2008). "We must strive to increase well-being around the world
through economic growth, yet do it without wrecking the planet's climate or
damaging ecosystems to the point where they fail to provide the services we need and
sustain the biodiversity of our planet . . .. The world's current ecological,
demographic, and economic trajectory is unsustainable, meaning that if we continue
with 'business-as-usual' we will hit social and ecological crises with calamitous
results." Id.
308 [Vol. 34:2
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majority of electric power generation expansion will occur in Asia
alone over the next decades.
In a world today where burning fossil fuels is the dominant
electric energy signature, intensified use of electric power foretells a
consequential direct increase in global carbon emissions. Some
projections estimate that by 2025, China alone will emit 40 percent of
the world's CO2 emissions. 26 The future footprint of global warming is
directly dependent on whether high-carbon fossil fuels or zero-carbon
or low-carbon renewable technologies are chosen now to generate
power to meet this new, more intensive electricity demand. The
choices in sustainable energy technology made now certainly will be
the future signature of our carbon footprint during the crucial period
of the next half-century during which, scientists warn,27 we may pass
the global warming point of no return.
Choice of today's power generation technology translates
directly to the size of tomorrow's carbon footprint. Global CO,
emissions are rising at approximately 0.5 percent per year.28  The
GHG mix of electric energy sources is within legal control by
government policies and incentives. Whether or not governments will
divert the fossil fuel vector toward renewable or other low-carbon
electric energy deployment and do so in time to avert a global
warming "tipping point" is in part a function of whether there is a
clear roadmap on how to navigate the carbon-concerned future of
development.
Unprecedented deployment of renewable energy generation
alternatives is required to alter this trend.29 The technology exists to
25. IEA-OECD, WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK 2004, supra note 6, at 193-94, 197.
26. See Deborah E. Cooper, Note, The Kyoto Protocol and China: Global
Warming's Sleeping Giant, 11 GEO. INT'L ENVTL. L. REV. 401, 405 (1999).
27. Robin Chase, Get Real on Global Warming Goals, BosToN GLOBE, Apr. 22,
2008, at A15. Chief NASA climatologist James Hansen notes that merely waiting a
decade "until 2018 to stop the growth of greenhouse gas emissions," reduces the
probability to near no chance to avoid catastrophic effects of warming. Id.
According to Dr. John Holdren, Science Advisor to President Obama, if U.S.
greenhouse emissions plateau in six years in 2015, we already have reduced our
chances by 50 percent to avoid climate catastrophes. John Holdren, Energy for
Change: Introduction to the Special Issue on Energy & Climate Change, 4
INNOVATIONS 3, 5 (2009).
28. See Ray Purdy, The Legal Implications of Carbon Capture and Storage under
the Sea, 7 SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POL'Y 22, 23 (2006).
29. See Neal J. Cabral, The Role of Renewable Portfolio Standards in the
Context of a National Carbon Cap-and-Trade Program, 8 SUSTAINABLE DEv. L. &
2011] 309
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accomplish this. Renewable power is the long-term, low-carbon
application for developing nations. Renewable energy can provide
opportunities to alleviate poverty, supply energy, and enhance energy
security by relying on domestic resources.30 Unlike fossil fuels,
renewable resources are widely disseminated across the globe. While
many nations, particularly developing nations, have no significant
fossil fuel reserves of oil, coal, or natural gas, every nation has
significant renewable energy in some form - e.g., hydropower,
sunlight, wind, agricultural biomass waste, wood, sugar cane waste,
ocean wave power.
Combating these trends will require implementation of new
regulatory mechanisms for successful technology transfer and
deployment. It is essential to get the infrastructure right at the time
that it is installed, as it controls the form and function of long-term
GHG emission mechanisms: "The stakes, for all life on the planet,
surpass those of any previous crisis."31
Without the correct roadmap, the percentage of fossil fuels in
the mix - and thus the inevitable sources of GHGs in the power
sector - is forecast to remain relatively constant. The International
Energy Agency forecasts that by 2030, world demand for energy will
grow by 59 percent and fossil fuel sources will still (as of now) supply
82 percent of the total, with non-carbon renewable energy sources
supplying only 6 percent.32 So, without a radical restructuring of the
institutional framework in the power sectors of world nations,
business-as-usual leads to a continuing significant increase, rather
than the required decrease, in annual CO2 emissions, compounding
GHG concentrations in the atmosphere and the inevitable
repercussions of rapid global warming.
By 2030, the position of developed and developing nations will
have reversed, with developing countries emitting the dominant share
of C02 emissions and increasing over time into the future. GHGs in
the twenty-first century are predominately about power generation.
The single-point characteristic of power plants' emissions, the central
government or utility decision of most power plant construction
POL'Y 13, at 14-15 (2007).
30. M.T. El-Ashry, Framework for a Post-Kyoto Climate Change Agreement, 8
SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POL'Y 2, 3 (2008).
31. James Hansen, et al., Target Atmospheric CO; Where Should Humanity
Aim?, 2 OPEN ATMOsPHERIC SCI. J. 217,229 (2008).
32. IEA-OECD, WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK 2004, supra note 6, at 34, 57.
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decisions in developing nations, and the rapidly increasing demand
for electricity make electricity generating plants the logical focus for
an intelligent legal and policy assault on GHG emissions. There are
available solutions with application and implementation of renewable
electric power generation technologies."
Before looking at whether the necessary regulatory system can
be adapted in a spectrum of political systems, let's examine what has
worked in developing countries under a wide array of political
systems and geography. For this, we will draw on findings from my
prior evaluation of Asian developing nation programs.
III. A New Regulatory Infrastructure for
Developing Nations
We are not grasping in the dark: there are trustworthy models
showing how sustainable energy sector technology can be
implemented, even in previously noncompetitive or monopolized
electric power sectors in developing countries. With the highest rates
of GDP growth, basic infrastructure investment, and growth of energy
use among world economies, there is an unprecedented expenditure
on new "greenfield" infrastructure. It is in these fast-developing
nations where sustainable renewable power technology can be
deployed ab initio for the structural backbone of rapid electric power
development.
Despite the emphasis of the media on the science of climate
change, the challenge of implementation is primarily legal. The
sustainable energy sector technologies are proven, actually exist, and
are not particularly exotic. However, to properly construct the
institutional framework to move power infrastructure "on a dime" in
various developing nations requires a modified set of laws,
regulations, and instruments to facilitate private sector-financed
renewable energy development.
The analysis which follows focuses on recent efforts in some key
developing states within Asia, highlighting several nations with
similar climates and development needs but different electric sector
"geographies" for the distribution of electric power. We will then
33. THE LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER, supra note 11, § 2:11.
34. See generally STEVEN FERREY, SMALL POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT
APPLICATION FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT: LESSONS FROM FIVE ASIAN
COUNTRIES (2004) [hereinafter FERREY - WORLD BANK].
2011] 311
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move forward to the roadmap of energy-sector initiatives in Asia.
A. Asian Models of Sustainable Energy
A handful of developing Asian nations have pioneered
renewable electric energy programs to augment long-term sustainable
infrastructure and reduce their emissions of greenhouse gases.
Between 1993 and 2010, these nations in Asia have been among the
first in developing small power producer (SPP) programs to promote
renewable energy development in their countries. These programs
create important models on how to realize success on global warming
policy in the energy sector. More specific detail on these Asian
developing country programs is available in a book" and a prior law
review article" focused on these other countries.
In just a few years, new renewable SPP programs have made a
substantial contribution to the national energy supply, achieving
almost 5 percent of total power supply in states in India, Sri Lanka,
and Thailand. The models analyzed in the author's World Bank
assessment are drawn from countries with different forms of
government, which have different predominant fuel sources in their
generation base (hydro, coal, gas, and oil). Table 1 displays key
comparative elements of program design and implementation
regarding primary generation source for projects, size limitations,
whether there were premiums for renewable power, and year begun
in five of the programs surveyed.
Table 1: Comparative Asian Renewable Power Program
Overview
Country Year Maximum Premium for Primary Eligible
Program Begun Size Renewable Fuel Used PPA
Energy Solicitation
Thailand 1992 60 or <90 Yes, Gas Controlled
competitive period
bid
Indonesia 1993 <30 Java No
35. See generally STEVEN FERREY & ANIL CABRAAL, RENEWABLE POWER IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: WINNING THE WAR ON GLOBAL WARMING (2006).
36. See generally Steven Ferrey, Power Paradox: The Algorithm of Carbon and
International Development, 19 STAN. L. & POL'Y REV. 510 (2009).
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Country Year Maximum Premium for Primary Eligible
Program Begun Size Renewable Fuel Used PPA
Energy Solicitation
<15 other Renewable Controlled
island grids energy Period
Sri Lanka 1998 <10 No Hydro Open offer
India: 1995 <20 Yes, Wind Open offer
Andhra Prior <50 in tariff
Pradesh I I
India: 1995 <50 No Wind Open offer
Tamil
Nadu
The key legal document to facilitate private sector SPPs is a fair
and neutral power purchase agreement which obligates the utility to
purchase independently produced renewable power. Table 2 infra
displays salient comparative elements of legal design of the power
purchase agreement (PPA) and contractual entitlement in five of the
Asian programs surveyed. A "firm" sale requires the power seller to
commit to sell a set quantity or capacity of power to the purchasing
utility; a "non-firm" sale allows the seller to vary the quantity of
power it elects to sell at any time. Such a "non-firm" sale
characterizes the ability of an intermittent renewable power source,
such as wind or solar photovoltaic panels, to generate power.
To provide some detail regarding the terminology used, third-
party sales allow the renewable power generator to sell at retail to
power consumers directly, bypassing need to sell at wholesale to the
state utility. This provides alternative options to secure a revenue
stream for such a project. Self-service wheeling allows use of the
utility transmission system to put power into the grid - at, for
example, the wind generation site - and withdraw an equivalent
amount of power at one's factory or business at a location away from
the point of generation. This essentially allows a virtual geographic
bridge between a power generation source and the owner's point of
consumption of that power. Net metering is the ability to sell surplus
self-generated power to the utility grid, receiving a credit or turning
one's retail consumption meter in reverse to reflect such sale back to
the utility." Each of these regulatory embellishments benefits the
37. Steven Ferrey, Nothing But Net: Renewable Energy and the Environment,
2011] 313
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independent small power seller.
Table 2: Comparative PPA Elements
Country Standard Maximum Third-party Self- Net
Program PPA? years sales service meter-
wheeling banking
Thailand Yes 20-25 firm No, under No, Yes, if
5 non-firm consideration under <1 MW
consider-
ation
Indonesia Yes 20 firm No Yes No
5 non-firm
Sri Lanka Yes 15 No No No
India: Not 20 No, Yes, but Yes
Andhra formally, previously very




India: In 5-15 No, Yes Yes
Tamil develop- previously
Nadu ment allowed
Note the differing policies in different programs on direct retail
third-party sales, self-wheeling, and net metering or energy banking."
Table 3 displays comparative elements of the PPA tariff in these same
countries. The tariff sets the price at which the country's utility
agrees (in the PPA) to purchase wholesale power produced under the
SPP independent energy programs. "Avoided cost" is the cost at
which the utility that purchases the power of the small power seller
could either add power generating capacity to generate that
additional amount of power itself, or purchase that amount of power
from others in the wholesale power market.9
MidAmerican Legal Fictions, and Supremacy Doctrine, 14 DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL'Y
F. 1, 1, n.2, 52-65, (2003) [hereinafter Nothing But Ne4.
38. FERREY - WORLD BANK, supra note 34, at 14-17. For a discussion of these
topics, see THE LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER, supra note 11, §§ 4:26-4:27, 10:1.
39. 18 C.F.R. § 292.101(6) (2010); see THE LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER, SUpra
note 11, §§ 7:1-7:5.
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Table 3: Comparative Tariff Elements
Country Avoided cost Indexed to Periodically Design
program basis foreign adjusted elements
currency
Thailand Yes, energy and No Yes Utility
capacity purchases
payment for 65% of
firm contracts off-peak
only power
Indonesia Yes, both Yes Yes, for Steep on-peak
energy and changes in incentives;
capacity avoided differentiated
capacity cost for each
island grid
Sri Lanka Yes, energy Not Yes, and Calculated
only; directly, but includes annually,
nondispatch- price linked foreign fuel based on
able units to dollar- component three-year
receive less denomin- moving
than full ated average
avoided imported oil imported
energy cost price oil price
India: Yes, not to No Yes Reset every
Andhra exceed 90 three years
Pradesh percent of
retail tariff
India: Exceeds voided No Yes Higher
Tamil cost tariff for
Nadu biomass than
wind
Note that both the "avoided cost" tariff concept and a
standardized power purchase agreement are utilized in most
successful SPP and renewable energy programs in developing nations.
This is consistent with the PURPA requirements in the U.S. legal
system. "Avoided cost" prices for the sale of power have been the
40. 16 U.S.C. § 824a-2 (2006); 18 C.F.R. § 292.101 (2010).
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cornerstone of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA)
program in the U.S. for 30 years, and it is an internationally
recognized equitable pricing principle for power sales. Next, we
briefly summarize salient elements of these earlier SPP programs.
1. Sri Lanka
The experience in Sri Lanka indicates that successful renewable
energy project programs - those that help curtail global warming -
can be implemented even under the most difficult political
circumstances. For two decades, Sri Lanka was engaged in a
protracted civil war as the Tamil Tigers, an ethnic Tamil minority
within a Sinhalese-dominated country, waged a bloody succession
movement that claimed about 80,000 lives, including a former Sri
Lankan prime minister.
As of 2007, the national utility grid in Sri Lanka had 1800
megawatts (MW) of installed generation, double the amount from a
decade earlier. A single standardized PPA and standardized power
purchase tariff, designed to be fair to both private small renewable
power producers and the purchasing utility, provided the foundation
for this renewable energy program.
Fifteen-year PPAs are available for projects up to twenty MW in
size.4 1 To attract wind and biomass projects, Sri Lanka has announced
that it will move to a cost-based PPA tariff for SPPs differentiated for
each renewable technology, so that wind and biomass will receive a
higher tariff than small hydro projects.42
Small hydro and other renewable energy developers whose
facilities are no larger than this maximum threshold size are allowed
to sign a standardized PPA. With the exception of one small
cogeneration facility, all Sri Lankan projects were small and
hydroelectric. Sri Lanka had more than fifty operating SPP projects
supplying more than 100 MW of power. 43 Another twenty-five SPPs
were under construction, plus another approximately twenty-five
SPPs were under active development." The term of the PPA is up to
41twenty years.
41, FERREY - WORLD BANK, supra note 34, at 56.
42. See Private Power Projects, CEYLON ELECTRICITY BOARD, http://www.ceb.lk/
PVT/PPP%20Home2.htm (last visited Apr. 11, 2011).
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. FERREY - WORLD BANK, supra note 34, at 56.
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2. Thailand
Thailand was one of the first countries in Asia to adopt a small
power solicitation program. The Electricity Generation Authority of
Thailand (EGAT), the country's national utilities provider, has
installed about 22,000 MW of total power generation capacity.' The
Thai program was modeled on elements of the PURPA small power
program in the U.S.
The Thai system employs competitive bidding by new
independent renewable energy SPPs as a means to suppress the bid
price of renewable power offered for sale and to award subsidy
payments. This has been successful in minimizing the cost of such
subsidies and employing available subsidy funds to bring forth the
maximum number of megawatts of new private power resources.
However, such a competitive system requires that there be a
controlled competitive solicitation process for SPPs. By contrast,
India's states and Sri Lanka avoid a solicitation in favor of a
mandated, continually open offer of the state utility to sign PPAs with
independent renewable energy SPPs and purchase power.
The regulations allow SPPs to deliver for sale to EGAT up to
sixty MW, although up to ninety MW is permissible within the
discretion of EGAT; it has accepted some of these larger projects.
Thus, the larger EGAT system has accommodated larger SPPs than
the other smaller systems surveyed. The program has not restricted
participation to renewable sources.47 As of the end of 2002, seventy-
one SPPs had been accepted and obligated, with a total capacity of
2,330 MW.48 The bulk of these projects were cogeneration projects,
and most of these firm power projects are powered by natural gas.
Contract terms of twenty to twenty-five years are the norm for these
larger cogeneration projects under firm contracts.
46. Id. at 20.
47. FERREY - WORLD BANK, supra note 34, at 22. Subsidies are available in the
2001-02 solicitation process for up to five years for renewable projects in the amount
of not more than 0.36 baht per kWh ($0.01 per kWh.). The subsidies are granted
under the Energy Conservation Promotion Fund Committee (ENCON), established
by the Energy Conservation Promotion Act, B.E. 2535 (1992). Two billion baht ($50
million) is allocated to such renewable project subsidies, in up to 300 MW of such
projects contracted after June 2000. Selected projects must be in commercial
operation by September 2004 or earlier.
48. Id. at 22-23.
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3. India
India has become a major player in renewable generation and
private sector power development. India is the tenth largest
developer of small hydro facilities and the fifth largest developer of
both wind power and photovoltaic (PV) systems in the world. In
India, state electricity boards provide electric power. A number of
states have SPP programs.
India is a large country. Of the more than thirty Indian states,
the state of Andhra Pradesh is the most advanced in installing wind
capacity, with an installed total capacity of more than 7,000 MW.
One-hundred and eighty-nine MW of wind capacity are in operation.
There is no formal standardized contract. Therefore, individual
negotiation occurs with the state utility monopoly to determine the
contract terms and prices on each independent project. There is no
standardized tariff: The state utility makes the determination of the
purchase rate it will offer each SPP through individual negotiation,
although there is some consistency.
In another Indian state, Tamil Nadu, the system generates more
than 7,000 MW.49 Tamil Nadu state has a significant fraction of
India's wind-turbine capacity and a significant percentage of
renewable biomass projects. An SPP eligible maximum-size limit of
fifty MW is imposed. In Tamil Nadu state, no formal standardized
PPA is employed, although the utility has employed the same PPA
format in every situation, thereby creating a de facto standardized
PPA. Wheeling of power to an affiliated location of the SPP owner
and not to a third party is permitted. The SPP tariff is higher for
biomass projects than for wind to reflect the former's
nonintermittent, controllable power generation characteristics.so
Most of the SPP projects are wind, bagasse, cogeneration, biomass
gasifier, and PV.
B. International Lessons in Renewable Development Technology
Transfer
There are differences and there are similarities between
successful SPP program designs. Even where developing nations
feature different forms of governance and have different predominant
fuel sources in their power generation bases (hydro, coal, gas, or oil),
49. Id. at 53.
50. Id. at 53-55.
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there are some principles that such small successful renewable energy
programs share. Several important lessons for future design of legal
infrastructure of successful renewable programs are revealed from the
experience to date:
* Transparent Regulatory Process. A transparent
regulatory process is required to build investor, developer,
and lender confidence.
* Standardized PPA. All programs employ either dejure or
de facto standardized PPAs, and most employ either an
avoided cost-based tariff or avoided cost principles. All
afford some form of long-term firm contract commitment.
* Legal Dispute Resolution Mechanism. A legal
framework for structured project development that
features an acceptable mechanism for fair and prompt
resolution of disputes between buyer and seller of power is
necessary.
* Allocation of Legal Risks. A variety of commercial,
sovereign, currency, and regulatory risks are implicitly or
expressly allocated in the power sector." The Thai
program reduces the future SPP payment for capacity
where the SPP does not deliver. Tamil Nadu facilitates
SPP power wheeling.
* Interconnection Requirements. Utilities must
interconnect the utility grid with renewable energy SPP
projects subject to a straightforward procedure to
accomplish this without significant transaction costs or
interconnection risk.
* Legal Milestones and Bid Security. To eliminate the
speculative risk of slow or nondevelopment, the Thai
program requires a bid security deposit of 500 baht per kW
($12 per kW) of capacity pledged in the PPA." This puts
at risk "earnest money" of the developer to proceed
expeditiously. Sri Lanka, beginning in 2003, placed a new
six-month limit on the validity of Letters of Intent granted
to renewable project developers and required bid security
bonds of SL Rs. 2000 per kW ($20 per kW)." This added
to the previously discussed Thai financial security
51. For a discussion of these topics, see THE LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER, supra
note 11, § 3:10.
52. FERRY - WORLD BANK, supra note 34, at 13, 16, 24.
53. Id. at 13.
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requirement, a time limit to prevent developers from
hoarding sites.
* Avoided Cost Principals. The state utility has a
monopoly on the purchase of wholesale power in most of
the electric sectors of developing nations of the world.
They are the only entity to whom independently produced
power can be sold. To yield a fair rate for this sale, the
power purchasing utility and transmission provider (also
typically the same utility) must be subject to objective PPA
and tariff principles to set avoided cost.
* Renewable Set-Aside. The program in Thailand allocates
government entitlements and subsidies in order of the most
preferred renewable energy projects, favoring the lowest
requested subsidy for renewable projects. A variant of this
in twenty-nine U.S. states employs a renewable portfolio
standard to subsidize a minimum percentage of renewable
energy power incorporated in the supply portfolio of each
retail seller of power.54
* Third-Party Sales. None of these Asian SPP programs
currently allows direct third-party retail sales of power by
the SPP (except in limited industrial estate areas).
However, other states in India do allow direct retail sales,
and other programs are considering this embellishment."
* Net Metering and Energy Banking. Energy banking is
allowed in 80 percent of the states in the U.S. in the form
of "net metering."5 Several of the Asian countries
adopted energy banking variants, and in 2009, Sri Lanka
adopted net metering.
The legal regulatory structure and laws of the country must also
be carefully crafted to facilitate the interface of renewable energy
projects as a substantial component of the previously monopolized
power supply system of the country. This can be accomplished with
careful guidance. In addition, there are market barriers to renewable
energy created by:
* Financial markets lacking risk management tools for
renewable energy
54. Steven Ferrey, Renewable Orphans: Adopting LegalRenewable Standards at
the State Level, 19 ELECTRICITY J. 52, 52-61 (2006).
55. FERRY- WORLD BANK, supra note 34, at 14.
56. Nothing But Net, supra note 37, at 15, 54, 55.
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* Small scale of renewable energy projects = high transaction
costs
* Renewable Energy Price Uncertainty - charged high risk
premium on capital due to regulatory and market risks
Every nation in the world has enough solar energy falling on
either its roads or buildings to supply one hundred percent of its
electric requirements. Haphazardly designed or implemented
renewable energy programs, as has happened with the Kyoto
Protocol CDM program, will not succeed in the new environment
where carbon emissions must be dramatically mitigated.
Cumulatively, the pioneer programs in developing countries have
served as energy laboratories over the course of the past decade,
leaving an inventory of successful program techniques.
Table 4 infra highlights the successful legal contours of programs
which have been implemented in developing nations in fast-growing
Asia. This table sets forth whether renewable projects come into the
program through either a controlled bid/solicitation or through an
open enrollment process, both of which have proved successful in
different countries. Table 4 documents whether security deposits,
project milestones, or neither is utilized to prevent projects in the
program from stalling. How/if renewable projects are incentivized
are set forth, as well as whether there are particular competitive
components of the program. Additionally, the table indicates
whether a standardized long-term power purchase agreement
protects the renewable energy producer.
Table 4 also highlights elements related to the tariff for the sale
of power, including whether the tariff is based on accepted avoided
cost principles, whether the power seller is paid for sale of electrical
capacity as well as energy supplied, and how that capacity payment is
adjusted downward if there is a failure to supply by the power seller.
Further, the table indicates whether or not the power buyer (the
utility) has the ability to dispatch the generating unit or tell it when it
can operate on the system to sell power. The table also includes
additional options available to the power seller, such as
embellishments of power wheeling, energy banking, and net
metering.
3212011]
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Table 4: PPA Successful Management Design and Practices
Successful
design and Thailand Indonesia Sri India: India:
management Lanka Andhra Tamil
practice Pradesh Nadu
features

















Bid security $12 per n.a. $20 per n.a. n.a.
deposit by kW Kw
SPP
How Competi- Hierarchy Floor Tariff None
renewable tive award of price on differen-
technologies subsidy renewable renewable tiated for
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Successful
design and Thailand Indonesia Sri India: India:
management Lanka Andhra Tamil
practice Pradesh Nadu
features
Competitive Yes Yes No No No
solicitation




Long-term Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
firm PPAs
Avoided cost Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
based tariff




Allocation of Alteration Neutral; Neutral; Non-firm, Non-firm,
performance of originally mutual but utility but utility
risk between capacity mutual best must can refuse
seller and payment; best efforts accept all delivery
buyer utility can efforts power
refuse
delivery
Capacity Yes No, n.a. n.a. n.a.
payment capacity
adjustment if payments
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Successful
design and Thailand Indonesia Sri India: India:
management Lanka Andhra Tamil
practice Pradesh Nadu
features












Wheeling, Energy Wheeling n.a. Energy Energy
net banking banking, banking,
metering, or wheeling wheeling
energy
banking
If one does not establish the correct legal structure, renewable
energy programs in developing countries will fail. There is dramatic
evidence of this. One early renewable energy program designed in
one of the Asian countries was carefully constructed by international
legal and economic consultants." The state utility conducted a
solicitation, making awards of hundreds of MWs of proposed
renewable energy projects (up to 30 MW each). This renewable
energy project was on course to supply more than half of the
country's future power requirements from small renewable energy
projects." Just on the brink of tremendous success, those in the
country changed several provisions of the PPA.59 These changes
shifted additional legal risk onto the renewable energy projects and
much more discretion and control to the state utility which would
purchase the power output of the renewable energy projects. These
57. FERRY- WORLD BANK, supra note 34, at 2.
58. Id. at 30.
59. Id. at 38-40.
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changes destabilized the carefully crafted legal balance among
stakeholders embodied in the renewable energy program PPA and
made it impossible to finance these renewable energy projects.'
These project goals consequently were never realized.
IV. Political Systems: Will the Sustainable Electricity Model
Work in Communist rather than Market Economies?
Most of the countries of the world operate market-based
economies where economic forces motivate trade. There is also a
small subset of countries that regard themselves as operating under a
separate economic and political system - that of Communism.
Included in this group are China, Cuba, Laos, North Korea, and
Vietnam. It is notable that China and Vietnam are two of the largest
fifteen countries in the world by population, with "little" Vietnam
having a larger population that any country in the E.U.6 1
Will the market-based system employed in the Asian states
profiled above be adaptable to a communist country that relies on
centralized control of economic decision making? From the example
of recent events in Vietnam, the answer is "yes."6 2
A. The Vietnam Sustainable Energy Potential
Vietnam has significant potential for developing renewable
energy." It renewable energy sector is expected to continue growing
at a faster pace than GDP from 2010 to 2030, rising between 15
percent and 18 percent per year.6 Over the last decade, demand for
electricity increased by 14.9 percent per year for 1996-2000, 15.3
percent for 2001-2005, and 14.1 percent for 2006-2007. Between 1996
and 2007, the demand for electricity increased by more than 14
60. Id. at 38.
61. List of Countries by Population, WIKIPEDIA, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List-of countries by-population (last visited Apr. 11, 2011).
62. Professor Ferrey advised the World Bank and the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam on electric sector structure and reform between 2002 and 2008.
63. GERMANY TRADE & INVEST., CDM MARKET BRIEF: VIETNAM CASE STUDY
(2009) (on file with author). For this portion of the paper, I draw on the excellent
work of my colleagues Nhan Nguyen, Michael Mehling, and others.
64. See Nhan T. Nguyen, et al., Improving the Clean Development Mechanism
Post-2012, at 7 (2010) (unpublished manuscript), http://minh.haduong.com/files/
Nguyen.ea-20100315-ImrovingTheCDMPost2010.pdf [hereinafter Improving the
Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012].
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percent each year.
Vietnam's carbon emissions will more than double from 2000 to
2020, increasing from 102.6 million tons in 2000 to an estimated 233.3
million tons in 2020. The biggest contributor to this increase is the
energy sector, anticipated to grow from only 45.9 million tons of
carbon emissions in 2000 to 197 million in 2020.' From 2010 to 2030,
power sector CO2 emissions are expected to quickly increase to
approximately 352 million tons in 2030, several times the 45.9 million
tons emitted by the sector in 2000.7
The potential for total sustainable renewable generation in
Vietnam is significant. Seventy-five percent of Vietnam is
mountainous or hilly. Vietnam has more than 2,200 rivers and
streams of longer than ten km each, which could yield an estimated
8.0-10.0 TWh of power generation potential from a total installed
generating capacity of 18,000-20,000 MW." The potential for small
hydro is a subset of this hydro potential in Vietnam.
In addition to hydro resources, Vietnam features 3,440 km of
windy coast for wind turbine development, over 300 subterranean
hot-stream sources ranging from 300 C to 148 0C which can be
developed for geothermal power generating, abundant sunshine, and
agriculture residues for energy use. Geothermal power capacity is
estimated at 200 MW and perhaps as high as 400 MW; biomass
cogeneration is estimated at 300 MW; wood and agricultural residues
69for the electric sector are estimated at 50 million tons per annum.
Small hydropower, biomass (in Vietnam utilizing bagasse and
6 5. Id.
66. INST. OF ENERGY, THE PRE-FEASIBILITY STUDY ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
IN VIETNAM (2006) (on file with author); INST. OF ENERGY, THE SIXTH MASTER PLAN
ON ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR DEVELOPMENT (2007) (on file with author); INST. OF
ENERGY, MASTER PLAN ON NEW RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT UP TO 2025
(2008) (on file with author); CLIMATE Focus, RENEWABLE ENERGY SMALL POWER
PRODUCERS IN VIETNAM (2008) (on file with author).
67. Nhan Nguyen et al., The Clean Development Mechanism in Vietnam:
Potential and Limitations 4 (2010) (unpublished manuscript), available at
http://minh.haduong.com/files/Nguyen.ea-20100118-CDMPotentialVN.pdf [herein-
after The Clean Development Mechanism in Vietnam]. CLIMATE Focus, supra note
66; INST. OF ENERGY, STRATEGIES FOR PROMOTION OF ENERGY EFFICIENT AND
CLEANER TECHNOLOGIES IN THE POWER SECTOR (2005) (on file with author).
68. Econ. Consulting Associates, Robert Vernstrom Associates, EVN Tariffs:
Interim Report 42 (2003).
69. Ministry of Industry, Master Plan Study on Electric Power Development in
Vietnam, Summary Report 14 (2003) (on file with author).
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rice husk waste materials), and geothermal resources are cost-
effective in Vietnam compared to conventional fossil fuel resources.
Those that are not cost-effective would be so, with modest carbon
offset value monetized through the CDM program or otherwise as
discussed below.70 There also is the potential for solar and wind
resource development in Vietnam.
Power supply can be interconnected centrally through much of
the nation. As a 1,650 km long country with a width measuring 50-
600 km at different points, there is a central transmission grid running
the length of the country. This transmission spine supports operation
of a national power grid throughout the country, reaching all sixty-
four provinces, 96 percent of the districts within the provinces, 78
percent of the communes, and 69 percent of the households.72
Demand for power is rising rapidly in Vietnam - at one of the fastest
rates in the world - and a high growth rate is expected to continue for
the next decade. The load forecast reveals that the rate of demand
growth ended a decade of approximately 15 percent annual
*73increases.
With additional supply of power resources, additional demand
would materialize. Most significant industrial and commercial
establishments in major Vietnam cities have their own private on-site
generators. Electricity demand peaks in the evening hours, as well as
during the dry season when the existing predominantly hydroelectric
capacity of the Electricite de Vietnam (EVN) system has fewer
seasonal supply resources upon which to draw. 74 During the rainy
season in Vietnam, which runs from mid-June until mid-November,
70. Biomass (wood residue and plantation) and some other sources of mini and
small hydro suggested as cost-effective generation sources at $2 per ton CO 2 and
significant wind energy potential would become economical for producing electricity
at $3 per ton CO2. Nhan T. Nguyen & Minh Ha-Duong, The Potential for Mitigation
of C02 Emissions in Vietnam's Power Sector, DEPOCEN WORKING PAPER SERIES
No. 2009/22, at 21 (2009), available at http://depocenwp.org/upload/pubs/HaDuong
MinhfThe%20potential%20for%20mitigation%20of%20CO2%20emissions%20in%
20Vietnam%20power%20sector-DEPOCENWP.pdf (last visited Apr. 11, 2011).
71. PROACT INT'L, INC., RENEWABLE ENERGY MASTER PLAN IN THE
NORTHERN PART OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM 69-81 (2002).
72. MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY, supra note 69. This does not mean than 69 percent
of households actually subscribe as customers and consume electricity, but rather that
69 percent of households have physical access to electricity.
73. See Improving the Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012, supra note 64,
at 7.
74. The dry season runs from December through May.
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hydroelectric generation constitutes more than 60 percent of system
generation and a lesser percentage in the dry season."
Even with a developing and modest amount of centralized
power generation, there is the potential for more efficient use of the
power consumed. It is estimated that more than 20 percent of energy
in the whole energy sector could be saved by adoption of specific
76
sustainable programs.
B. The Legal Framework in Vietnam into which Sustainable Energy
Technology Must Fit
The Vietnam electricity market has been gradually deregulating
since 2005." As a socialist republic, Vietnam, and particularly its
electric sector, relies on a centrally planned and administered
economy and energy sector. Under the government's current energy
roadmap, the electricity sector will be opened in phases, with an eye
towards fully opening to retail and household sales after 2022. Until
then, the government sets the retail electricity price at a subsidized
level of less than six cents per Kwh (U.S. $/kWh equivalent). The
power sector is controlled and administered by the state utility, EVN.
Vietnam has a civil law system. Codes and laws are passed by
the National Assembly while ordinances are enacted by the Standing
Committee of the National Assembly. Implementation of codes,
laws, and ordinances is supplemented by government decrees and
inter-ministerial circulars and decisions which add to the complexity
of the Vietnamese legal system.
Vietnam does not have an independent law drafting body.
Instead, draft laws and governmental decrees are prepared by the
ministry in charge, which often does not have a broad overview of
other relating laws or regulations already in place. As a result, there
can be technical confusion and contradictions among laws and
regulations. By law, validity of legislative instruments enacted by
lower level authorities must yield to those enacted by higher
authorities. However, in practice, implementing decrees or circulars
can be more important because they provide the detail for
interpretation of higher level legal provisions and procedures.
75. MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY, supra note 69.
76. Improving the Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012, supra note 64, at
7-9.
77. Professor Ferrey advised the Vietnam Ministry of Industry and Trade on
electric sector restructuring in 2004-2005.
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Common law neither applies nor is recognized in Vietnam.
Official interpretation of laws takes the form of written resolution of
the Standing Committee of the National Assembly, which is the only
body under the Constitution of Vietnam vested with such interpretive
power. This Committee, however, has made few interpretations.
Administrative government agencies therefore can present different
interpretations of legal issues. For many years, these guidelines and
instructions, as well as court judgments and decisions, have not yet
been publicly available. This system operates differently from a
common law legal system.
The only source of legal documents made publicly available is
the expensive Official Gazette, which is now printed weekly providing
major laws, decrees, circulars, governmental decisions, and
international treaties. The Gazette does not include all laws. Legal
documents of lower authorities, like provincial People's Committees
(PCs) and official letters of ministries and government agencies, are
not included in the Official Gazette. Therefore, the complete level of
detailed law is not generally available or organized.
During the past decade, Vietnam was distinct from some other
Asian countries implementing sustainable technology discussed
above:78
* There were many more approvals for small renewable
power project development than required in other
developing nations.
* There was no centralized government authority to expedite
these approvals.
* There was no centralized repository of accessible
information about the various approvals.
* There was a lock-up of certain renewable power generation
sites claimed by certain developers, which can remain
undeveloped for years and unavailable to other developers.
* There was a more profound role of state-related
developers in Vietnam due to its political history and
institutions compared to other countries.
* There was not an established history of neutral
international court dispute resolution for the power sector.
78. STEVEN FERREY & ROBERT VERNSTROM, RESPP PLANNING AND
PREPARATION, FINAL REPORT PREPARED FOR VIETNAM MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY
(2005) (on file with author).
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Consultant reports for the Ministry of Industry and Trade
(MOIT)" highlight the complex approval process a company must
undertake to conduct business or successfully complete a small power
project in Vietnam. Those reports recommend streamlining and
simplifying the approval process for both local and foreign SPP
investment, signing, and approval. The lending sector is still maturing
in Vietnam.
Prior to reforms suggested in 2008, EVN performed the
integrated power sector role of both the generation and the
transmission company. In the future, however, the sector will be
disaggregated in stages so that different companies perform these
functions. However, when the power distribution companies are
equitized, both the buyer and the transmission function could be held
by or assigned to the local PCs in Vietnam, the local government. To
anticipate this, the PPA was designed to accommodate this flexible
Non-Negotiable Standardized Power Purchase Agreement (NSPPA)
evolution by segregating the rights and obligations of the power
purchaser/transmitter. While there is a new electricity law in
Vietnam, the approval process is still complex.'
The important role of Vietnam government agencies is to
oversee the fair offer, and implement the final nonnegotiable
standardized small power program (NSSPP) and the NSPPA. This is
a particular challenge in Vietnam because of the elaborate set of
permits and approvals that traditionally are required for successful
independent power project development. If Vietnam wants to
encourage greater foreign investment in its electric sector, investment
in private power projects must be as straightforward and manageable
as in other Asian countries.
C. Compared to other Asian Nations
Vietnam shares much with some of its Asian neighbors when
it comes to energy technology. Similar to Sri Lanka at the onset of its
SPP program, hydro is a substantial and core element of the base
79. NGUYEN TUAN MINH, LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY ON
LEGAL ISSUES RELATING TO RESPP DEVELOPMENT IN VIETNAM (2006) [hereinafter
LEGAL ASSISTANCE] (on file with author); FERREY & VERNSTROM, supra note 78.
80. FERREY & VERNSTROM, supra note 78. Stakeholder feedback from ERAV
and sector stakeholders became part of an Assessment Report, and thereafter an
energy sector Non-Negotiable Standardized Power Purchase Agreement (NSPPA)
Report. The report identifies the choices made to allocate and mitigate risks,
through four successive redrafted versions.
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power system in Vietnam. Like Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and India, the
need for new investment in additional power generation capacity
outstrips the available internal capital resources.
Like Indonesia and Thailand, Vietnam has local access to
petroleum and natural gas hydrocarbons to generate fossil fuel-based
conventional energy. Vietnam has large offshore natural gas
resources. Crude oil production is estimated potentially to reach 25
million to 30 million tons per year and natural gas production could
rise to 15 billion to 30 billion cubic meters per year. Vietnam
produces oil and is completing its first two refineries. It also has
significant coal reserves in its northern provinces which produce coal
for export. Coal extraction is estimated to be able to reach 15 million
to 20 million tons of coal annually by 2020.
Consultant reports in 2005 and 2006 identified the institutional
changes needed for a viable SPP market in Vietnam."' Prior to that
time, in 2001 and 2004 respectively, new laws were enacted to
promote foreign investment. Regulatory discretion was given to the
MOIT to make the SPP process more streamlined and to make the
sector more transparent and attractive to international developers,
lenders, and venture capital. The Energy Regulatory Authority of
Vietnam (ERAV) was created as a new energy sector regulatory
agency since 2006.
Notwithstanding these improvements, there is imperfect access
to energy and site information relevant to small-scale renewable
technologies." Vietnam, by implementing its SPP program a few
years later than the other Asian countries discussed above, has had
the opportunity to analyze what has worked best in other systems and
to benefit from the experience of these other Asian countries in
designing and implementing its own NSPPA programs.
V. Embellishing the Sustainable Energy Opportunities
Regardless of Political System through International
Climate Change Programs
Vietnam is vulnerable to the dangerous impacts of climate change,
and therefore can directly benefit from sustainable development.
81. LEGAL ASSISTANCE, supra note 79; FERREY & VERNSTROM, supra note 78.
82. FERREY & VERNSTROM, supra note 78. Technology recipients/developers are
lacking information and awareness of available domestic and international renewable
technologies, which often causes them difficult to make proper investment decision.
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A. The CDM of the Kyoto Protocol
There is no mechanism in the Kyoto Protocol to ensure
compliance. At the end of the day, then, fulfillment of obligations is
voluntary.
The CDM allows projects that reduce greenhouses gases in
developing nations to earn Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) for
each ton of CO2-equivalent of GHG reduced." Those CERs are then
traded or sold to owners of activities in Annex I developed countries
which increase that country's carbon emission cap allocated in the
Protocol. Credits generate value for a maximum of seven years with
two renewals (twenty-one years total), or a maximum of ten years
with no renewal." Some CERs related to forestry projects are
deemed temporary for a period up to sixty years, subject to
verification on a recurring five-year basis that burning or logging do
not later release carbon from the forest.
Those CERs must be traded or sold to owners of regulated
activities in Annex I developed countries to increase both the buyer's
and the country's GHG emission cap allocated in the Protocol.86
Emission trading can serve as a means to transfer technology and
funds to developing countries, as well as to foster least-cost emission
mitigation internationally. To date worldwide, renewable energy
projects account for 28 percent of CDM CERs; methane capture and
flaring projects producing no electricity, mostly located at large
landfills, coal mines, and CAFOs, account for 19 percent of CERs.'
Most of the CERs are from industrial emissions mitigation.
While it would seem that the Kyoto CDM mechanism would
83. See Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, art. 12, Dec. 10, 1997, U.N. Doc FCCC/CP/1997/7/Add.1, 37 I.L.M.
22 (1998).
8 4. Id.
85. Rep. of the Conference of the Parties Serving as the Meeting of the Parties to
the Kyoto Protocol, Decisions Adopted by the Conference of the Parties Serving as
the Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol, U.N. Doc.
FCCC/KP/CMP/2005/8/Add.1 (Mar. 30, 2006); CLIMATE CHANGE: A GUIDE TO
CARBON LAW AND PRACTICE 96, n.7 (Watchman, ed., 2008).
86. United Nations, About CDM United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, http://cdm.unfccc.int/about/index.html (last visited Apr. 10, 2011).
Credits earned after 2000 can be used to achieve compliance during first commitment
period which begins in 2008. Two and a half percent of ERUs and CERs may be
carried over to the second phase of implementation after 2012.
87. Michael Wara, Measuring the Clean Development Mechanism's Performance
and Potential, 55 UCLA LAW R. 1759, 1779 (2008).
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promote renewable power in developing nations, that has not been
the case. Success of the mechanism requires a structured state
regulatory effort to channel private sector investments into renewable
power opportunities. Such regulatory initiatives in some developing
nations involve changing laws, developing new regulations, and
privatizing opportunities for private sector investment in the power
sectors.
Since Kyoto CDM CER offsets must be created in developing
countries, there is sovereign risk and commercial risk associated with
these intangible items." The requirement for CDM CERs also
includes the certification by the host developing nation through its
Designated National Authority that the project supports its goals for
sustainable development. 9  Sustainable development has been
defined as "development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs."" Long-term renewable energy developments clearly satisfy
this definition, while many of the other CDM projects that have
created CERs may be more questionable.
CDM CERs are required to be "additional" to baseline project
emissions.1  This involves establishing an individual emissions
baseline, taking account of sector reform initiatives, barriers to
expansion, and sector expansion plans.? Early entrants in the CDM
protocol established less stringent guidelines of "additionality" than
now demanded.93
88. For treatment of sovereign risk and commercial in developing countries, see
THE LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER, supra note 11, § 3:10. Commercial risk is
mitigated by pooling CERs from different technologies and from different countries
in financial instruments for trading.
89. Under the Kyoto Protocol, this is embodied in a Letter of Approval (LoA)
from the host country's Designated National Authority (DNA). See BAKER &
McKENZIE, CDM RULEBOOK 92, http://cdmrulebook.org/Pageld/92 (last visited Apr.
11, 2011) (explaining CDM rules, practice and procedure). After receiving the LoA
and being verified by an authorized third party, the CDM project is ready to be
certified as creating CERs. This is done by the CDM Executive Board, or for a JI
project the JI Supervisory Committee.
90. Report of the World Commission on Environmental and Development: Our
Common Future, G.A. Res. 42/187, Annex, 96th plen. mtg., U.N. Doc. AIRES/42/187
(Dec. 11 1987).
91. See Kyoto Protocol, supra note 83, arts. 3, 5, 7.
92. See Rep. of the Conference of the Parties Serving as the Meeting of the
Parties to the Kyoto Protocol, supra note 85, art. 48.
93. See CLIMATE CHANGE: A GUIDE TO CARBON LAW AND PRACTICE, supra note
85, at 62.
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CDM projects may only be pursued by registration of the credit
through Annex 1 countries.94 The CDM first project was registered
on February 16, 2005; by April 14, 2008, three years later, the 1,000th
project had been registered. Less than two years after that, the
2,000th registered project milestone was passed, with 2,067 registered
projects registered as of March 1, 2010.9' The CDM remains the only
established institutional instrument allowing an active role for the
developing world in carbon mitigation activities.
B. The Application of CDM Market Enhancements in Vietnam
Vietnam ratified the Kyoto Protocol on September 25, 2002.
However, it has not benefited in proportion with other Asian
countries. Asia is the focus of most CDM projects: Over 75 percent
of registered CDM projects are currently being carried out in Asia.
Vietnam is endowed with an abundance of natural resources and
geophysical conditions that can be leveraged to generate significant
amounts of renewable energy, including hydropower, wind,
geothermal, sun, biogas and biomass,' and various forms of waste-
derived energy.'
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of
Vietnam (MONRE) was assigned by the Vietnamese government as a
national focal agency for implementing the Kyoto Protocol in
Vietnam. "In 2008, Vietnam approved the National Target Program
to Respond to Climate Change (NTP), [which envisions] specific
policies and action plans for climate mitigation activities over . . . the
short and long term."98  It includes energy generation, energy
efficiency, renewable energy, nuclear energy, reforestation, and
landfill methane gas recovery." The government "has acknowledged
the need for financial and technological support from developed
94. See Kyoto Protocol, supra note 83, art. 12; see also Report of the Conference
of the Parties on its Seventh Session, Held at Marrakesh from 29 October to 10
November 2001, U.N. Doc. 17/CP.7FCCC/CP/2001/13/Add.2 (Jan. 21, 2001).
95. See Improving the Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012, supra note 64,
at 2; see also UNFCCC Secretariat, CDM Statistics, CDM.UNFCCC.INT,
cdm.unfccc.int/Statistics/index.html (last visited Apr. 11, 2011).
96. This is principally residues from sugar, rice, agriculture, and wood.
Improving the Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012, supra note 64.
97. This is principally waste from landfills, animal farms, and tapioca starch. Id.
at 7, n.19.
98. Id. at 10.
99. See id.
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countries and international funding sources.""
As of 2009, about 70 percent of the CDM projects approved by
the DNA in Vietnam deploy small-scale hydropower."o' Vietnam
offers significant potential for small industrial projects and scattered
mitigation actions, such as demand-side energy efficiency
improvements, measures for increased boiler efficiency in small
industries, biomass-fired cooking stoves, biogas digesters, solar water
heating, geothermal energy, small hydropower, and wind energy.
If forest preservation were available as an eligible CDM project,
which it currently is not, Vietnam has significant and increasing forest
resources. The country has 48 percent forest area (16.2 million
hectares). It grew "an average of 236 thousand hectares of forest per
year between 1990 and 2000, equivalent to a 2.5 percent annual
increase, or a growth rate of 2.1 percent annually from 2000 to
2005."102
This small scale renewable energy development potential in
Vietnam is currently mostly untapped. By the start of 2010, Vietnam
only had 20 projects registered with the CDM Executive Board
(CDMEB). The first two Vietnam projects registered at the CDMEB
in 2007 were the large-scale Rang Dong gas flaring reduction project
and the small-scale 2 MW Song Muc hydropower project. As of the
end of 2009, 104 CDM projects had been approved by the Vietnam
DNA and 122 projects had been submitted for registration to the
U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change, yet only fourteen
of these were registered to be officially recognized in the Kyoto
process to produce tradable CERs.
These registration statistics do not compare proportionately to
other Asian countries, given the resources available in Vietnam. At
the end of 2009, Vietnam had only registered seven small-scale
100. Id. at 10, n.28; see also Vietnam, National Target Program to Respond to
Climate Change, Decision No. 158/QD-TTg (Dec. 2, 2008) (on file with author);
INSTITUTE OF STRATEGY AND POLICY ON NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT,
VIETNAM ASSESSMENT REPORT ON CLIMATE CHANGE (2009) (on file with author).
101. See The Clean Development Mechanism in Vietnam, supra note 67, at 9
(noting many experts argued that the implementation of small-scale power projects
under the CDM does not attract much interest to EVN because these projects are
often small and generate less profit but consume more time).
102. Improving the Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012, supra note 64, at 7;
see also GESELLSCHAFT FOR TECHNISCHE ZUSAMMENARBEIT (GTZ), DESIGNING A
REDD COMPLIANT BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR VIETNAM: EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY, (2009) (on file with author).
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hydropower projects (less than thirty MW nameplate capacity) with
CDM, compared to 218 registered hydroelectric projects around the
Southeast Asia region.o3 CDM activities in renewables have been
significantly untapped in Vietnam. Only one non-hydro renewable
energy project - the Binh Thuan wind power farm with a nameplate
capacity of thirty MW - was registered as of early 2009.
Vietnam has only 3 percent of the total CDM projects registered
within the Asia and Pacific region." While not well represented in
the number of projects, Vietnam is even less well represented in the
number of tradable credits produced from these projects.o In
addition, "Vietnam also accounts for only 1 percent of credit volume
expected by 2012.""
The number of successful projects in Vietnam, and even more so
the number of CERs created, is disproportionately small compared to
the potential. Vietnam has slightly more than 5 percent the
population of China, but creates less than 1 percent of the CERs that
China creates. China alone dominates CERs in the Asia- Pacific
region. Vietnam also lags other regional countries with less robust
growth in demand for electricity, such as Indonesia, the Philippines,
and Malaysia. CDM projects in Vietnam exceed those in Cambodia,
Laos, and Myanmar.
Appropriate government policies and actions are necessary for
Vietnam to benefit more fully from the CDM process as a way to
transfer sustainable power sector technology.'7 In Vietnam, there
remain regulatory barriers. There are suggestions for removing the
regulatory, legal, and business barriers in Vietnam to more robust
utilizations of the CDM program:0 8
* Vietnam utilizes a MONRE-led DNA steering committee
comprised of members of fourteen different Vietnam
ministries;
103. See CLIMATE Focus, supra note 66.
104. UNEP Risoe Centre on Energy, Climate and Sustainable Development,
CDM Projects by Host Region, CDMPIPELINE.ORG, http://cdmpipeline.org/cdm-
projects-region.htm.
105. See Improving the Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012, supra note 64,
at 8.
106. Id.
107. See Improving the Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012, supra note 64,
at 10.
108. See The Clean Development Mechanism in Vietnam, supra note 67, at 20-26.
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* Project Designed Document (PDD) approval which is
supposed to take less than two months, requires double or
triple this time;
* A lack of PDD approval criteria and experts for
evaluation;
* Lack of transparent updated information outside of EVN
on sites for renewable power generation and market access
to them, as well as a lack of Vietnamese baseline data for
CDM documentation;
* A lack of local capacity to pursue projects;
* Institutional and regulatory barriers to businesses given the
government role in the economy to keep electricity prices
below the marginal cost of producing electricity;
* Unwillingness to enter long-term PPAs at the avoided cost
of electricity production.
The CDM potential in Vietnam is identified as small scale
renewable projects." And this is precisely what is needed for an
effective Kyoto CDM program."o In Vietnam, small-scale projects
may face greater technical and financial barriers than large projects."
Long delays in approvals of CDM projects are reported, and a tax on
CDM revenues was introduced.112
VI. Conclusion: Solving the International Carbon Equation
Some international alchemy is required to address climate
change before its effects are upon us. The ingredients for this
alchemy - the base "lead" materials - are existing and proven
sustainable renewable power resources. The laboratory for this
transformation is available from the demonstrations in other leading
Asian countries. With the recent adoption of such market
mechanisms in Vietnam to partially privatize opportunities in their
power sector for renewable energy technologies, there is now a
demonstration of how to work this alchemy even in communist
countries. In a sense, Vietnam may be a better example of the
universality of this model's application than looking at China, where
109. Id.
110. Steven Ferrey, The Failure of International Global Warming Regulation to
Promote Needed Renewable Energy, 37 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REv. 67, 124-25 (2010).
111. Improving the Clean Development Mechanism Post-2012, supra note 64, at 9.
112. See The Clean Development Mechanism in Vietnam, supra note 67, at 9, 11.
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its advancement makes it considered as a "BRIC" country rather than
a traditional developing country."'
The future of greenhouse gas emissions, linked to global
warming, is a function of the choice of electric power production
technologies. These choices of technology are critical. The choice of
energy technology is one of the few inputs in the three-part global
warming algorithm that can be influenced significantly by law and
policy. If developing nations do not direct the choice of renewable
power options in lieu of conventional reliance on fossil fuel power
technologies, the war on global warming cannot be won. Otherwise,
the "business-as-usual" increase in traditional electrification in
developing countries will totally swamp the cuts that would be
accomplished if the Kyoto Protocol were to achieve its targets in the
developed nations that it affects.
Many developing countries do not have access to sufficient
resources and technology on their own to be transferred to expand
their electric infrastructure. Therefore, both international finance
and technology transfer play a critical role in the electric sector
expansion choices implemented in developing countries. The
technologies exist: it becomes a challenge of institutional, financial,
and regulatory tools. Ultimately, the challenge is legal and
regulatory: the missing link for control of climate change is the
institutional mechanism and model to steer and implement low-
carbon power choices through the transfer of sustainable
technologies.
When one analyzes some of the innovative regulatory initiatives
involving renewable power in various developing nations, there is a
model of best practices for how to structure a low-carbon high-
development growth curve for the fundamental infrastructure of
developing nations. As of 2010, it has been demonstrated across the
gamut of non-market political systems, including in the communist
country of Vietnam, which is now moving forward with its NSPPA
program.11
To accomplish this transfer and implementation of sustainable
113. Referring to Brazil, Russia, India, and China, all deemed to be at similar
stages of newly advanced economic development. These four BRIC countries,
combined, currently account for more than a quarter of the world's land area and
more than 40 percent of the world's population. Mexico and South Korea were
excluded for being considered initially more developed.
114. FERREY - WORLD BANK, supra note 34, at 71-73.
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technology in the electric sector of countries that maintain state-
affiliated electric utility monopolies, at the core of the system there
needs to be a fair and equitable long-term power purchase
agreement. The PPA in Vietnam provides an enforceable contractual
mechanism for the supply of wholesale renewable power to EVN, the
state-affiliated utility, which retains monopoly rights for retail sale of
electric power."' An integral part of the PPA is a carefully devised
tariff for the sale of wholesale renewable power that reflects a fair
price with adjustment mechanisms for the long-term sale of power.
Because of the sensitive economics and politics of this process, the
tariff should pay the seller the full value of wholesale power yet not
force the utility buyer into purchases at above-market costs.
Moreover, the allocation of risks between parties must be
managed. When the buyer of the power is also the manager of the
transmission system which accepts and moves the power supplied by
the independent generator, these multiple roles create mixed motives
and potential conflict that must be managed. This can be done in the
PPA, the interconnection agreement, and the transmission
agreement.
The success of these efforts in Vietnam and in other developing
nations, especially those which have a vigorous increase in electric
power demand and facility construction over the next decade, is
essential for controlling the temperature of the planet. Vietnam is
one of only five countries with a communist political system in the
twenty-first century. Markets are controlled by government decree
and directive in such countries. Introducing a market-based system
for independent renewable power is a significant alteration of
traditional energy sector markets.
If Vietnam can adopt a market-based system to promote
renewable energy development within its communist system, these
incentives are possible in any political system in the world.
Developing countries need to step forward in this proven direction. If
they do not, there is no successful solution to climate change. Only if
all nations succeed in this vision does the carbon-constrained Earth
succeed.
115. See THE LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER, supra note 11, § 3.77 (discussing
elements that go into creation of a PPA).
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